The declarative semantics of de nite logic programs is the basis of an elegant and practical framework for their static analysis. We de ne a core semantics parameterised by a preinterpretation of the language underlying the program. The concrete semantics is given by a n extended Herbrand interpretation, capturing the correct answers of a program. The semantics is computed as the least xed point of an immediate consequences operator. An abstract semantics is speci ed simply by giving, for each constant and function in the program, a denotation in an abstract domain of interpretation. No abstract operations such as abstract uni cation need to be de ned. The directness and simplicity of this approach is then illustrated by specifying and implementing a number of abstract interpretations. These include various mode analyses, analyses on the structure of lists and the length of lists, and simple and polymorphic types. The implementations used for the experiments are based on abstract compilation and existing bottom-up analysis tools. Even without any domain-speci c optimisations, the results indicate that the approach is practical for many useful domains.
Introduction
The framework set out in this paper facilitates the systematic speci cation and construction of analysis algorithms for de nite logic programs. It is based on the declarative semantics, in particular on the standard logical notions of interpretation, model and logical consequence. The main bene t o ered by the method is the direct way in which properties of interest can be captured in a general analysis algorithm. We show several examples of the method. Some standard analyses such as ground and non-variable modes can be realised very easily in the framework. We also construct a straightforward analysis of freeness dependency, previously only treated to our knowledge in the context of the procedural semantics which i s m uch more complex and involves abstraction of uni cation and other operations on substitutions see, e.g. 16, 1 7 . Other domains treated are polymorphic types and list length.
The concrete semantics of a program P is the set of all atomic" logical consequences of 1 Supported as a visiting researcher in Bristol by the EC Human Capital and Mobility Network Logic Program Synthesis and Transformation." P of the form 8 : A, where A is an atom possibly containing variables 19 . This corresponds to the set of correct answer substitutions for atomic goals for P. A xpoint c haracterisation of this set is given, by modifying the standard xpoint semantics based on the T P function 19 . Abstractions are given by specifying a pre-interpretation of the language of the program in the standard way. That is, each constant and function in the language is given a denotation in an abstract domain. Once this is done, the analysis algorithm follows immediately. The directness of this method contrasts with the need, in most abstract interpretation frameworks, to de ne abstract versions of uni cation, composition of substitutions and such like, and prove their safety.
Analysis based on declarative semantics has the potential disadvantage that computed answers cannot be directly modelled. Of course, the computed answers for any sound procedural semantics form a subset of the correct answers. Hence properties that hold for all correct answers hold also for all computed answers, so our methods can be used to capture certain properties of the computed answers. What is somewhat surprising, at rst glance, is the wide range of interesting computational" properties that can be captured by analysing the correct answers. To give one simple example, one can show using declarative semantics alone that, in any answer for a standard reverse predicate revX;Y, X is a list of variables if and only if Y is a list of variables. However, we emphasize that some analyses have to be based on procedural semantics.
An idea of exploiting non-Herbrand interpretations for deriving properties of computed answers has been recently introduced in 4, 5 . In this paper we elaborate it for declarative semantics. The main advantages are a very simple implementation, which has reasonable e ciency combined with good precision and exibility, and a systematic approach to constructing static analyses.
Preliminaries 2.1 First Order Languages
Following 19 , a rst order language L = hF; P; Viis based on: 1 non-empty sets F of function symbols and P of predicate symbols of assigned arities 2 a countably in nite set V of variables. We assume that the sets F, P and V are pairwise disjoint and that F includes at least one constant a function symbol of arity 0. The set TermsL o f all terms of L, is constructed from F and V as usual. We write f, g for function symbols, p, q for predicate symbols, t, s for terms, and t, s for tuples of terms based on L. In particular, X denotes a tuple of pairwise distinct variables. The Herbrand universe HUF is the set of ground terms of L. A sentence F of L is a closed formula, i.e. varF = ;. A theory T is a set of sentences.
An interpretation I = hD; ; Hi of L consists of the pre-interpretation I = hD; i and of the truth function H. The non-empty set D is the domain of I. The set is a set of total mappings f : D 7 ! D assigned to the function symbols f 2 F, where D = def D D is a set of tuples @ = def h@ 1 ; : : : ; @ k i of domain elements of D with appropriate arity k see Example 2.1 below. The truth function H maps simple domain atoms of the form p@, where p 2 P and @ 2 D, t o a truth value from the set ff; tg. So, we take H as the set of simple domain atoms mapped to t. Example 2.1 Let L ex2.1 = hF; f= g; Vibe a rst order language with the set of function symbols F = f0=0; =0; s = 1; j =2g. Then Given an interpretation I, a n y sentence F has a unique truth value wrt I 19 . An interpretation I is a model of F, i F has the truth value t wrt I. A n i n terpretation I is a model of a theory T i for all sentences F 2 T : F has the truth value t wrt I. Given two theories T and T ,T is a logical consequence of T , written T j =T , i any model of T is a model ofT .
Variable Assignments, Substitutions and Variants
Let L = hF; P; Vi be a language. Then a variable assignment is a total mapping V : V ! TermsL. A variable assignment V is a substitution, written fX=t g = def fX 1 =t 1 ; : : : ; X n =t n g, n 0, with t a tuple of terms of L, i 1 V is almost identity mapping except the nite set fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g V and 2 VX i = t i , i = 1 ; : : : ; n . The substitution fX=t g is an idempotent i X ind t.
The syntactic objectÔ = def O with a substitution = fX 1 =t 1 ; : : : ; X n =t n g, n 0, is called an instance 
Atomic Answer Semantics of De nite Logic Programs
A de nite logic program P is a rst order theory of L = hF; P; Vi, which consists of de nite clauses of the form 8: p 0 t 0 p 1 t 1 p n t n , n 0 with p i predicates of P and t i tuples of terms of L. W e deal with the following well-known atomic answer semantics of de nite logic programs 19, 1 4 , 3 : correct atomic answer substitution semantics or atomic logical consequences semantics CP = p2P f pt = ; t 2 TermsL j P j = 8: pt g computed atomic answer substitution semantics or s-semantics OP = p2P f pt = ; t 2 TermsL j fX=t g is a computed answer substitution for the query pX g
The atoms of CP and OP are called correct and computed atomic answers of P, respectively.
The C-semantics is a declarative model-theoretic one. On the contrary, the O-semantics is an operational proof-theoretic one. Thus, they are very di erent. Consider an example 2 .
The program P = f c 1 : 8: qX pX^pX; c 2 : 8: pfa; X; c 3 : 8: pfX;b g has the atom qfa; b as a computed answer. Replacing the clause c 1 in P withĉ 1 : 8 : qX pX, which i s logically equivalent to c 1 , one obtains the programP, which does not have the computed answer qfa; b. So, removing a redundant" atom from a clause body may result in losing a computed answer. This is strange" from the point of view of the declarative semantics.
However, OP C P and the closure of the set of computed atomic answers with respect to the instance of" relation is exactly the set of correct atomic answers 19 . The domain representation of a tuple of terms t relies on a well-known notion | it is the set of all possible term assignments of t with respect to I see 19 , p.12. Figure 1 shows the domain representations of some terms of the language L ex2.1 with respect to the pre-interpretation I fgi of Example 2.1. Notice that variables, ground terms and terms which are not variables but contain variables, have di erent domain representations. We apply domain representation on tuples t of terms rather than on terms because, as we shall see in Section 4, this enables us to capture various dependencies in atomic answers of a program. . This is exactly the interpretation lfpT I P , which i s a n i n terpretation of L. By abusing the notion of a model, we call the truth function M I P o f lfpT I P , which is a set of simple domain atoms, as the least non-Herbrand model of P with respect to the pre-interpretation I.
The interpretation lfpT P is a model of P, which is the least with respect to the set inclusion interpretation of the set fM 2 I I jM j = P g of models M of P, which h a ve I as a pre-interpretation. Proposition 3.3 Let P be a de nite logic program based o n L. L et I be a p r e-interpretation of L: then CP I M I P . Proof An atom pt = 2 C P if a correct atomic answer of P P j = 8: pt because a correct atomic answer is a logical consequence of P see 19 pt is true in any model M of P by de nition of logical consequence, see Section 2.1 8 : pt is true in M I P since M I P is a model of P see Section 3.1 for any tuple @ of domain elements of I : i f p@ is a domain instance of pt then p@ 2 M I P see Lloyd 19 p.12-13 for the de nition of the truth value of a rst order sentence pt = 2 I M I P , b y de nition of concretization function a reformulation of the above statement Hence, CP I M I P , which is what was to be proved.
2 Examination of Proposition 3.3 reveals that it relies on a trivial fact | given any model M of P, 8 : A is true in M for any correct atomic answer A = of P cf. proofs of correctness, which are typical for abstract interpretation frameworks in the style of 11 , see, e.g. 24 .
However, we are not really interested in a safe approximation itself. We need a exible systematic technique for developing e cient algorithms for deriving properties with the best precision.
One can take any model of P as a safe approximation". Various models can be generated automatically see 6, 7, 4 . If the pre-interpretation is xed, least models are the most interesting because they, b y de nition, give the most precise least approximations. However, for the sake of e ciency, one can exploit various approximations i.e, super-sets of the least models. As a result, we h a ve a exible systematic approach for developing static analysis algorithms see Section 5 and 6 for details and experimental results.
However, the problem of deriving properties is di cult. It is clear that choice of a preinterpretation determines properties, which can be derived this is a topic of Section 4. For instance, the least non-Herbrand model M I fgi App of Section 3.1 approximates the set of correct answers CApp. The granularity of this approximation shows that any correct answer appx; y; z = of the program App has the following property: if z is free then y is also free but not vice versa. It is less trivial to generate a complete characterisation of the set of all properties, which are captured by M I fgi App. Granularity of pre-interpretations is studied in Section 4.
Computing the Correct Answers by the Domain Fixpoint Operator
Section 3.2 is convincing enough to claim that least non-Herbrand models provide safe approximations of correct answers. However, it is important to see that domain xpoint operator can be used to compute the set of correct atomic answers precisely. This can be achieved with pre-interpretations containing non-term domain elements.
Let L = hF; P; Vi be a language. Lassez 18 s a ys that given a tuple t = of Terms = L, the set of ground instances of t = uniquely determines the tuple t = itself provided that F is not a single constant. This motivates to the following de nition:
De nition 3.4 Su ciently Precise Pre-interpretation Let L be a language. A pre-interpretation of L is su ciently precise, written I = , i for any pair t 0 and t 00 of tuples of TermsL : D I = t 0 = D I = t 00 implies that t 0 and t 00 are variants. 2
So, the Herbrand pre-interpretation is su ciently precise if the language is not a single constant recall that D I t is the set of ground instances of the tuple t when the pre-interpretation is the Herbrand one.
However, su ciently precise pre-interpretations do not ensure that the corresponding domain xpoint operator allows us to compute the correct atomic answers. For instance, least Herbrand models only approximate correct answers rather than encode them precisely. Consider an example. The above set of all terms of L" is a su ciently precise pre-interpretation of L with countably many non-term elements.
We s a y that the least non-Herbrand model M I P with respect to the pre-interpretation I encodes the set of correct answers of a de nite logic program P i CP = I M I P.
Let L = hF; P; Vi be a language. Suppose that there exists a function symbol f= k2 F with arity k 2. Given a su ciently precise pre-interpretation I = , which only contains nitely many non-term elements, there exists a de nite logic program P based on L such that its least non-Herbrand model M I = P with respect to I = does not encode the set of correct answers CP precisely.
Consider an example 3 . It shows programs, which require arbitrary but nite number of non-term elements.
Let L be the language, which extends L ex2.1 with a number of predicates, and k, k 0 a n integer. Consider the program P k below, which is based on L.
8 The predicate non most general var list k consists of the set of facts, which represents the set of lists k-tuples. This set includes all tuples of k variables modulo =, except the most general" tuple hX 1 ; : : : ; X k i with the all variables X 1 ,: : : ,X k pairwise distinct. This ensures that 8: p X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X k is not a logical consequence of P k . Then, taking the pre-interpretations I V k,1 and I V k , one obtains that p X 1 ; X 2 ; : : :
One could show that there is no pre-interpretation with less than k non-term domain elements such that the corresponding least non-Herbrand model precisely encodes the set of correct atomic answers of P k .
However, a xed nite number of non-term elements is enough if programs are based on a language, which only consists of unary function symbols and constants. In this case one could take a su ciently precise pre-interpretation I V k with the number of non-term elements k, which is not less than the maximal arity of predicates in the program.
The importance of the above discussion is in displaying the role of non-term elements. In fact, non-term elements might considerably in uence precision of approximation even when computing the concrete" semantics. So, one can expect that they play a similar role when computing the abstract" semantics.
The domain element of the pre-interpretation I fgi is a non-term element. As we shall see in Section 4, due to existence of a non-term element, the pre-interpretation I fgi allows us to derive properties, which, to our knowledge, would be di cult to obtain in most of existing approaches to static analysis of de nite logic program.
Granularity of Pre-Interpretations
Let L = hF; P; Vi be a language and I a pre-interpretation of L. Then any tuple t of terms of L has the domain representation D I t see Section 3. Consider Figure 2 .
The pre-interpretation I free = h f ;: g; ff 7 ! : jf 2 F gi has D free = f ;: g as a domain. We write " to denote an arbitrary tuple of domain elements. The domain representations of terms of L, which are induced by I free , distinguish variables and non-variable terms.
Notice that is a non-term element. Figure 3 shows the complete set of the domain representations of tuples of arity 2, which are induced by the pre-interpretation I fgi . F ormally, a n y tuple of terms of arity 2 of language, which does not contain constants alone, has one of the domain representations shown in Figure 3 . More importantly, the second column of Figure 3 gives the semantics of the granularity o f domain representations. Formally, given a set D occuring in the rst column, the corresponding description in the second column gives necessary and su cient conditions, which ensure that a tuple of terms, which satis es these conditions, has D as its domain representation. In other words, we h a ve a complete set of derivable properties. The last line of the gure shows which tuples are di cult", i.e. their properties are lost. Exploiting the above semantics of the granularity of pre-interpretation and the concretization function of Proposition 3.3, one obtains a framework for deriving properties of de nite logic programs. It is very important to realize that the concretization function is de ned on sets of domain tuples rather than on domain elements themselves. Formally, in our setting domain elements do not carry information when considered separately.
Given the least non-Herbrand model M fgi of a de nite program, the complete set of captured properties can be obtained as follows.
Let p be a predicate of the program. Assume p has arity 2. Then perform the following steps:
1. take the set D = f@jp@ 2 M fgi g. 2. construct all subsets D i D, i = 1 ; : : : ; n , n 1 which appear in Figure 3 . 3. take the corresponding property P i ,i = 1 ; : : : ; nof the second column in Figure 3 . 4. report the obtained properties as follows: any correct answer px; y for the goal pX satis es exactly one of the conditions of P i , i 2 f 1; : : : ; n g. This is a straightforward application of Proposition 3.3. Interesting examples, which exploit the above algorithm in a more realistic way, will be shown in Section 6.
Implementation
Implementation is achieved by transforming a program to be analysed to a program containing two extra predicates, namely domain=1 and denotes=2. These predicates can be given de nitions corresponding to a particular domain of interpretation. The resulting transformed program is then analysed by computing its concrete meaning. This technique of compiling an abstraction into a program and then computing the concrete meaning of the resulting transformed program is known as abstract compilation 13 . The transformation is now explained in detail. where X 1 ; : : : ; X k , k 0 are the fresh variables not occurring in the original clause Let = mgu fX 1 = u 1 ; : : : ; X k = u k g. Then t j = s j for all 0 j n. With these de nitions it is clear that the transformed programP has the same meaning restricted to the original program predicates as the original program P. F ormally, the program P and the transformed programP have exactly the same set of correct atomic answers, which are based on predicates occuring in P, i.e. CP = CPj P with j P the restriction on the set of atoms with predicate symbols occuring in P. Indeed, a careful examination the transformed program P with the above concrete" de nitions of the predicates domain=1 and denotes=2 reveals that given a predicate p in the source" program P, the goal pX has the same computed answers with respect to P andP recall that the set of correct answers is the instance of"-closure of the computed answers.
Abstract Compilation with respect to a Pre-Interpretation
Now consider a pre-interpretation I = hD; i of the language L of the program P. Let 2. construct the set of facts for the predicate domain=1: domain@ for all @ 2 D. 3 . construct the set of facts for the predicate denotes=2: denotesf@;@ for all @ and@, which satisfy f@ 7 !@ 2 . The obtained domain programP D is a de nite logic program, which is based on the domain language L D . Its least Herbrand model, restricted to the set of predicates of P is exactly the model M I P. This observation is a straightforward consequence of discussion in Section 3.1.
Giving di erent de nitions to the domain=1 and denotes=2 predicates, one obtains implementations of the computations of the least non-Herbrand models of P with respect to various pre-interpretation. However, this is not very compact and e cient.
For example for the pre-interpretation I fgi , described in Section 4 the full de nition of the predicate denotes=2 for a function of arity 3 will be as follows: 27 facts denotesfg,g,g,g.
There are two important points. First, the predicate denotes=2 might require a large number of facts. Second, the programP D might allow a signi cant optimisation. In particular, our implementation allows us to drop the predicate domain=1 and use more compact representations of denotes=2 cf. discussion of Section 3.1. Several examples will be shown in Section 6.
Compact Representation of Interpretations
As far as possible, we a void enumerating all elements of the domain in arguments of domain=1 and denotes=2. In our implementation the occurrences of domain=1 are left out altogether. In the representation of the model of a transformed program, an atom containing variables is an abbreviation for the set of its domain instances cf. Section 3.1.
The representation of denotes=2 for a given interpretation may be compacted similarly. If for some function symbol f= n , its denotation is determined by the value of a subset of arguments, then all other arguments are left free. For example in the pre-interpretation I fg i , the value of ft 1 ; : : : ; t n i s nv other than fg ; : : : ; g . The compact representation of the above de nition of the predicate denotes=2 for f= 3 is as follows: denotesfg,g,g,g. denotesfv,_,_,nv. denotesfnv,_,_,nv. denotesf_,v,_,nv. denotesf_,nv,_,nv. denotesf_,_,v,nv. denotesf_,_,nv,nv.
For a function of arity n, this saves 3 n , 2n + 1 facts. The implementation of the T P function is modi ed to allow such representations.
Semi-Automatic Generation of Pre-Interpretations
In order to underline how systematic the implementation of an abstract domain can be, we implemented a straightforward utility. This assists in the de nition of the denotations, in the case where the domain of interpretation is nite. A procedure was written to transform a program, introducing the domain=1 and denotes=2 predicates. In doing this, the language of the program the nite set of constants and functions symbols occurring in it is identi ed. The user then enters the set of domain elements. The utility simply enumerates all the combinations of domain elements for the arguments of each function symbol in the program. The user is prompted, for each combination, to enter the element denoted. Of course, using this utility w e do not get any compact representations of the denotation.
If the domain of interpretation contains n elements, and the language of the program has m function symbols with respective arities r i , 0 i m, then P m i=1 n r i di erent combinations for the rst argument of the predicate denotes=2 are automatically generated and the user is asked to input the second argument in each case.
For instance if the domain of interpretation is the set fg; ng g, where g stands for the set of all ground terms and ng stands for the set of all non-ground terms and the language of the program is the set f j =2; =0; 0=0g, the user is asked to input only 2 2 + 2 0 + 2 0 = 6 domain elements for the second arguments of six denotes=2 clauses: denotes g|g ,g. denotes ng|g ,ng. denotes g|ng ,ng. denotes ng|ng ,ng. denotes ,g.
denotes0,g.
The choice of domain element for each combination of arguments is usually obvious. In addition, the built-in predicates must be de ned in terms of domain elements. For example, if the domain of interpretation consists of the set of two elements g and ng, the domain representation of some built-in predicates will be: 
Flattening the denotes=2 predicates
A denotes=2 clause of the form denotesft 1 ; : : : ; t n ; t is transformed to a clause denotes ft 1 ; : : : ; t n ; t .
For example the at version of the predicate denotes=2 for the above de nition will be as follows:
denotes_consg,g,g.
denotes_consng,g,ng. denotes_consg,ng,ng. denotes_consng,ng,ng. denotes_nilg. denotes_0g.
Thus, the de nition of denotes=2 is partitioned into smaller de nitions. In other words, instead of one big set more but smaller sets are processed in the xpoint computation of the immediate consequences operator.
Applications
In this section a series of applications of the framework is described. All of these were implemented, and some performance results are shown. It is hoped that the applications will convince the reader of the directness and ease of construction of the implementations of the analyses, of the wide range of analyses that can easily be expressed, and of the precision of the results.
As described in Section 5.1 the program P to be analysed consists of a set of clausesP obtained by transformation of the original program, together with de nitions of two predicates, denotes=2 and domain=1. Given a pre-interpretation I, the abstract semantics is the least non- give rise to an in nite model of the program. In such cases we m a y compute a superset of the minimal model, using a nite representation of such a superset. Information about the superset can be used to infer properties about the minimal model itself, though obviously precision of approximation is usually lost. However, this does not change the granularity, which is determined by the chosen pre-interpretation. Hence, various approximations do not in uence a possibility to derive speci ed properties cf. Section 4.
In our examples we use two such approximation methods. 1. Regular approximation 15 computes a regular superset of the least Herbrand model. The approximation is described by decidable regular unary logic procedures, type graphs, or similar regular structures 16 , 27 . 2. Msg approximations are formed by taking most speci c generalisations msg of sets of atoms. In its simplest form the T P function is modi ed to return the set of msgs o f e a c h set of atoms with the same predicate symbol. This may be re ned by partitioning the set of atoms into any nite number of atoms and taking the msg of each set. The result of an msg approximation is a set of atoms S such that for any atom A in the minimal model of the program, A is an instance of some element o f S. Similar approximations were used in
.
In addition, with any analysis algorithm, there is the possibility of computing the restriction of the model to a single predicate. Query-answer transformations of which the well-known magic-set" method is an example can be used to simulate goal-directed top-down analysis using bottom-up computation. For regular approximation and msg approximations this may increase precision for the goal predicate 15 .
For Least Non-Herbrand model appendg, X0 , X0 ,appendng,ng,ng,appendng,g,ng revng,ng,revg,g Figure 5 Groundness Analysis of Naive Reverse
The domain consists of two elements g and ng indicating the sets of ground and non-ground terms respectively. We implement the pre-interpretation I prop of Section 4, where f ;: g is represented by fg; ng g. F or each constant symbol c, denotesc; g holds. For each n-ary function symbol f, w e h a ve denotesfg; g; : : : ; g; g and denotesf: : : ; ng; : : : ; ng that is, the term is non-ground if at least one argument is non-ground, otherwise it is ground. Figure 5 shows the transformed program corresponding to the naive reverse program with the groundness domain, and the result of the analysis. The result shows that the two arguments of rev=2 h a ve the same groundness mode; the rst is nonground if and only if the second is nonground. This analysis essentially implements the standard Prop domain 23 , and the form of the result is identical to that generated by Codish and Demoen 9 . In append=3 the result is that the third argument is ground if and only if the rst two are both ground.
We also note that, for any t wo arguments X and Y , i f X is non-ground if and only if Y is non-ground, as in revxy, then varx = vary. Note that in the result for append=3, the atom appendg;X0; X 0 appears. This abbreviation represents the set of facts generated by substituting any domain element for X0. It is obtained by simply omitting the evaluation of the domain=1 predicate during the analysis.
When considering the pre-interpretation I prop , the analysis is obvious since it coincides with very well-known Prop domain. Formally, rst of all one has to construct a description of properties similar with Figure 3 and only after that one may report properties exploiting Proposition 3.3 cf. Section 4.
Ground-Nonground-Free Mode Dependency Analysis
This analysis is more re ned than the groundness analysis. It corresponds to the preinterpretation I fgi in Section 4, where the domain f ; ; g is written here as fg; nv; v g. The
Least Non-Herbrand model appendg, X0, X0,appendnv,v,nv,appendnv,nv,nv, appendnv,g,nv,appendg,v,nv revnv,nv,revg,g Figure 6 Ground-Nonground-Free A nalysis of Naive Reverse domain representation with respect to I fgi divide the non-ground terms into variables and other non-ground terms. The domain consists of three elements. Informally, g represents the set of ground terms, v the set of variables, and nv the remainder the set of non-ground non-variable terms. However, a precise semantics is given by Figure 3 . Notice that only investigating sets of tuples constructed from the elements of the set fg; nv; v g, one derives the complete information see the algorithm of Section 4.
When writing the denotes=2 de nition, it is important to note that v is a non-term element.
This means that it does not appear as a value of the second argument of facts of the predicate denotes=2 cf. De nition 3.6. However, it will occur in the domain instances of variables cf. The denotation is such that for each function f= n , the denotation is g if all arguments are g, and nv if the arguments contain at least one v or nv. Figure 6 shows the result of the analysis for naive reverse. Here we see that in revx; y, both arguments are non-variable. Furthermore any atomic correct answer revx; y is such that varx = vary. In append=3, the interesting points to note: 1 the second argument is free if the third is but not vice versa 2 any free variable occurring in a correct answer appendx; y; z, occurs in the third argument z. These and other observations are derived exploiting Figure 3 and Proposition 3.3.
Information about freeness is usually associated with computed answers, since freeness is not a instance of"-closed property. De nite freeness cannot be detected since the concretization mechanism of Proposition 3.3 only gives properties of the sets of instances. Informally, whenever v appears, g and nv will also appear. However the presence of v can be used to detect freeness dependencies exploiting the semantics of domain representations in Figure 3 .
Analysis of Variable Lists
This example illustrates the ease with which quite speci c analyses can be constructed. In this case we wish to capture the set of terms which are lists of variables. In order to do this we construct a domain containing ve elements. vlist denotes the set of all lists of variables, nlist denotes the set of all other lists, v denotes the set of variables i.e it is a non-term element, e Notice that Figure 7 displays very detailed properties of append. F or instance, the third argument is a list of variables only if the rst and the second are.
List Length Analysis
The next example is one for which the domain is not nite, and therefore we cannot use the normal T P semantics to compute the model. We discussed in Section 6.1 above v arious methods for obtaining an approximation of the model. Here we use an msg approximation in which o n each iteration of T P , the set of atoms for each predicate is partitioned into sets of atoms whose arguments have the same top level functors. The msg of each set is computed. The domain consists of the natural numbers, represented in successor notation, and a constant other. Each natural number n stands for lists of length n, and other stands for all non-lists. The full denotation is de ned in Figure 8 . Notice the more compact representation of the denotation for denotes=2.
We make use of a query-answer magic" transformation, which w e do not show here due to lack of space, in order to analyse the goal revX;Y. In this example we assume simple non-parametric types, say int, list and other, where other stands for any term that is neither a list nor an integer. The denotation maps any term of the form or jlist t o list and all other terms denote other. F or naive reverse, we see that both arguments of rev=2 are lists. Figure 9 shows the full result.
Polymorphic Type Checking
The previous example is now extended to a domain that resembles polymorphic types. There is another important di erence between this example and all the previous ones. We give a partial denotation. Rather than map all terms to the domain, we map only those terms that are well-typed. In particular, in this example we insist that lists are homogeneous, in other words the elements of a list are all of the same type. The domain is in nite. It consists of the basic type num the set of numbers and polymorphic types listX for each t ype X, listX stands for non-empty lists whose elements are of type X. The element emptylist stands for the set containing the empty list.
In the interpretation, denotations are given to homogeneous lists, the empty list and numbers. All other terms are considered badly typed and are not given a denotation. Least well-typed Non-Herbrand model appendemptylist, X0, X0, appendlistX0,listX0,listX0, appendlistX0,emptylist,listX0 revemptylist,emptylist,revlistX0,listX0 Figure 10 Polymorphic Type A nalysis of Naive Reverse Figure 10 shows that the arguments of rev=2 are both empty, or both homogeneous lists of the same type. The time taken to compute this is 0:07 seconds. To i n terpret the result, we h a ve to take i n to account that the denotation is partial. In other words, the result approximates the well-typed solutions only. This raises the possibility o f t ype-checking a program. If a predicate, or clause, returns no well-typed solutions, then there is an error with respect to the intended typed interpretation. One could also compare the result of each predicate with its intended type to see whether some solutions were missing.
The analysis of types in this example and the previous example is similar to the work of Codish and Demoen 10 though their work goes considerably beyond the examples shown here. They deal with union types, and consider all answers, not just the well-typed answers. The foundation of their analysis is the Prop domain. However we postulate that their results, and also those of Barbuti and Giacobazzi 2 could be obtained in our framework, by constructing a suitable de nition of the denotes=2 predicate including a speci cation of the structure of the lattice of types.
Regular Approximations for Mode Analysis
In previous work 15 we h a ve demonstrated an e cient procedure for computing a regular approximation of a de nite program. Although that work was assumed to be based on the standard least Herbrand model semantics with language L, it is clear that it could also be based on the correct answer concrete semantics used in this paper, that is, the least non-Herbrand model semantics with language L D and with pre-interpretations, which are sets of all terms" see Section 3.3. In this case, we can use regular approximations to infer groundness and nonfreeness information as well, with good precision when regular approximation is combined with top-down analysis techniques see 15 , 27 . Assume that an abstract domain consists of the Herbrand base of a program, together with one extra element v. v stands for the set of all variables. The denotation is the identity mapping given by denotesX;X. v is a non-term element, as described in Section 6.3 above. Applying the regular approximation algorithm, we obtain an approximation of the model in the extended domain. We show the results for a selection of test programs with three pre-interpretations, I prop , I fgi and I vlist . In Figure 11 we used the full de nitions of denotes=2 predicates, but in Figure 12 we show the results for the compact form of the domain programs for the same test programs.
The implementation was in ProLog by BIM running on a SPARC-10. In the second column in Figure 11 domain, for the compact representation of denotes=2 and domain=1. In Figure 12 we see the dramatic improvements gained by the compact representations. A general approach to nding better representations seems feasible and could be a subject for further research. Figure 12 also shows, in the fth, eighth and eleventh columns, the speed-up resulting from the compact representation, for each pre-interpretation. Notice, especially for larger domains and larger languages, how dramatically the e ciency improves, as the result of compacting the denotes=2 predicate.
The times taken to transform the program are not shown, but as an indication, the largest and most complex program peep is transformed in 0.46 seconds. This does not include generation of the denotes=2 predicate which is done interactively, but one could expect that this could also be generated automatically for a given interpretation.
Conclusion
We h a ve constructed a framework for static analysis of de nite programs and shown its practicality and exibility. The main features are that it is based on the declarative semantics the set of correct answers, and that any i n terpretation of the language of the program can be used to analyse the program. This give s a v ery direct connection between the properties to be analysed and the interpretation of the language.
Previous theoretical work 4, 5 already identi ed the possibility of the systematic construc-tion of static analyses using non-Herbrand interpretations of the language of a program. In this paper we developed this further and also showed how surprisingly easy it is to implement a n analysis.
Other closely related work concerns bottom-up abstract interpretation of logic programs 22 , 8 , 9 , 15 , 10 . The critical di erence from all these are the concrete semantics and the core semantics. Our core semantics is parameterised only by a pre-interpretation of the language of the program. The concrete semantics does not use any notions from the procedural semantics such as uni cation, or operations on substitutions, which tend to complicate both theory and practice.
The work of Codish and Demoen 9 , 10 on instantiations of the Prop domain is similar in style to our approach. They also use the technique of abstract compilation 13 t o a c hieve their implementation. Our approach is more general, allowing for a much wider class of analyses, including those not based on Prop. H o wever, the evidence of their work and ours shows the increasing practicality of this approach to logic program analysis.
